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INTRODUCTION
This is a small guide on how to use the VA NS Forum, it is nothing difficult you will see !! If you are used to
using other Forums you will be immediately at ease .... Thanks for flying with NordStar VA !!!

FORUM RULES :
Posting on Forum:
 By using this Forum, you agree that you will not post any material which is offensive, defamatory,
invasive, pornographic or politically-sensitive material. Spam, flooding, for-profit advertisements,
chain letters, pyramid schemes, and solicitations are also forbidden. We will not permit discussions
of matters relating to religion, ethnicity, politics or any other post looking to create controversy. All
such posts may be removed by moderators without notice and members posting such messages
may be banned from using the forums.


You remain solely responsible for the content of your posted messages.

 If you believe a user is breaking a rule or being abusive, alert a moderator using the "Report to
Moderator" function. Do not try to deal with them yourself. Using this function will not guarantee the
removal of the content.
 Try to respect the sections of the Forum as they were created, to post in the right sections in order to
avoid the removal of the content by the moderators.
 If you are unsure which section to post to or the content, ask the moderators to help you find the
correct section

User Account:
 On your Forum profile, you will be able to fill out your Gender, Birthdate, Security Question and
Location. You can also upload an avatar and fill-in a Personal text & a Signature that will appear
everytime you post.

General Rules:
 This Forum does not replace our Discord server or any other form of global or personal
communication for the purpose of the smooth running of our Virtual Airline.

FORUM TOPIC :
HEADQUARTIER
GENERAL: In this topic we deal with all the general issues concerning VA NS. For other topics, not
strictly related to VA NS, please write in the board "Off Topic".

STAFF VACANCY: All the announcements relating to the search for new staff will be published in this
topic

TRAINING AND EXAMS:

In this topic all the announcements relating to the training and exams
that will be carried out within VA NS will be published.

FLIGHT OPERATION:

This topic will publish all the announcements relating to flight operations and all the

procedures that VA NS pilots must comply with in conducting flights according to the policies of the company.

( ATC OPERATION: in this topic will be published all the operations relating to the ATC and the
procedures that must be applied according to the policies of the company )

F.A.Q: In this topic you can publish all your questions regarding the policies of the company and the
procedures adopted.

MEMBERS: In this topic all the announcements related to the members will be published, and why not,
maybe your presentation to get to know us better.

EVENTS: In this topic all the announcements related to the events.
SCREENSHOTS: in this topic all your screenshots related to your flights to VA

NS will be published.

TRAINING
RATINGS: This topic contains information on all existing ratings in VA NS and all information on how to
earn ratings through training and exams.

TRAINING PROGRAM: In this topic the information relating to our training program is published
with all the documentation related to the case.

HOW TO USE:
How to post: To post a new topic just go to the desired board (General, Flight Operation, F.A.Q. and
so on ....) and click on “New topic”, at that point you will give a title to your topic and you can write anything.

Remember to respect the general rules of the Forum

How to reply:

To reply to any topic just go to the desired board, and in the mouse to which you want to
reply, once here on the last message click on "Reply" and write your reply.

Remember to respect the general rules of the Forum

COPYRIGHT
This documentation is copyrighted as part of the intellectual property of the VA NS.

DISCLAIMER
The content of this documentation is intended for aviation simulation only and must not be used for real
aviation operations.

